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Julius is now called Burkhardt.
The dream of the OTL (output transformer less) vacuum tube is as old as the vacuum
tube itself. The problem of having to adapt the tube despite relative high internal
resistance to a low impedance loudspeaker and simultaneously obviate high voltages
has kept the audio designers busy for quite a while. And of course one wants to make
the questionable, expensive and heavy transformers superfluous. But modern low ohm
loudspeakers are not compatible with the normal tube. Despite this, OTL amplifiers
are especially interesting: no more frequency band limiting transformers, no
obstructing leakage inductance caused by the enormously long copper coils, no lump
of iron that can magnetically disturb the signal. Clear, these are all obvious reasons
why one should use a solid state amplifier, nowadays being slowly replaced by the
more economical D amplifiers. But logically tube fans want to hear tubes and OTL
fans want more, namely the ‘pure tube sound’. In other words, they want pure
uncorrected tube sound without disturbing output transformers or even output
condensers in the sacred signal path. This is, however, very demanding and for a long
time, there have not really been any Hi-Fi suitable solutions available. The OTL,
therefore, became the cathedral of tube concepts and the icon of the audio design
scene but also the grave for mistakes and maintenance mishaps.
When you talk about OTL amplifiers, one name should never be forgotten: Julius
Futterman. We thank him for designing the first reliable OTL amp based on clever
design concepts that were reputed of having an incredible magical sound (an
expansive Futterman story will appear in the hifi tunes – Das Klassikerbuch). The
principle being relatively simple, was reapplied in several designs worldwide, in New
York by the well known ‘Gizmo’ Rosenberg, in the UK by Croft using the 6AS7G
that has developed into a jewel of vacuum tube amplifier design.
The devil is in the detail as frequently experienced with the Futterman design,
although the basic design principles are quite straightforward: The tubes lie in series
to a symmetrical (positive and negative) voltage and the loudspeaker is connected to
the cathode follower of the ‘upper’ tube and the anode of the ‘lower’ tube. Imagine
that the voltages offset each other between the tubes and the loudspeaker is only
exposed to the signal. In the US, they refer to this set up as SEPP ‘single ended pushpull’ introduced by Peterson and Sinclair back in 1951. But there’s an issue: The
signal gets ‘passed on’ once via a cathode follower and once via an anode. When
connecting a driver stage, the two tubes behave differently, gain and output
impedance of both amplifier halves are wide spread wide so that the signal, made
from both half waves is distorted. Unfortunately there are no ‘negative’ tubes; the
tube only operates when the positive end of the voltage is at the anode (at the ‘bottom’
half of the SEPP the cathode would be at minus 150V , the anode at 0 volt and thus
the anode is 150v more positive than the anode path and then the tube works). With
this SEPP trick we have managed to eliminate the voltage that the loudspeaker must
not experience but we have not won the game….
This is when Julius Futterman stepped in. His important contribution was a genius
design trick. He discovered that one can compensate the problem by implementing a
‘Split Load Phase Inverter’ to the cathode follower directly at the loudspeaker output,

thus earth-ing the loudspeaker. In principle, a real negative feeback that compensates
the different properties of the SEPP halves taking the driver stage into account.
That was clearly very clever at the time but had its price: The output impedance of the
configuration resembled that of two parallel connected anode followers compared to
the much lower resistance of two parallel connected cathode followers. In the original
Futterman circuit, the negative feedback serves only to synchronize the two SEPP
halves to each other. A substantially lower output resistance was not manageable. In
the US the Futterman concept was still very popular, while in other parts of the world
such as in Japan one preferred SEPP concepts with a Split Load Phase Inverter and
cathode follower. The aforementioned symmetrical voltages are critical for operation
thus in turn resulting in a very complex power supply. In addition to the complex
design for the entry and driver stage, the question of stability i.e. drifts needs to be
addressed. The current in the vacuum tubes must not drift; the power supplies need to
maintain the voltages exactly and of course the entry and driver stage dominate the
whole amplifier. In other words a perfectly reliable OTL design a la Futtermann is
neither available at every street corner nor is it easily affordable.
Dr Burkhardt Schwaebe is not unknown in the Hifi industry. He introduced the ‘Fine
arts’ designs at Grundig. This included the legendary Line Tube Preamplifier, ‘Fine
Arts Esoteric’. In 2004, at the helm of his company, Eternal Arts, he started to
reincarnate the legend, inspired by a meeting he had with Julius Futterman shortly
before he died. The OTL Mk II that was presented at the ‘2008 High End’ in Munich
is already the improved version of the 2004 limited series of a Futterman OTL design.
Based on tubes type EL509/EL519 (robust Beam-Power tetrodes, applied as
horizontal beam deflectors in TV designs), the OTL Stereo Power-amp delivers two
times 30 Watt at 8 ohm, even two times 55 Watt at 16 ohm. (Note: The OTL society
like discussing whether one should use Triodes or Pentodes). Only downside with the
Futterman & Schwaebe OTL properties: An OTL amp cannot manage extreme low
impedance loudspeakers. The power on offer is highly dependant on the loudspeaker
impedance that ideally should not drop much below 6 ohm. Having said that, it will
work with high efficiency 4 ohm loudspeakers. The Eternal-Arts OTL can be bridged
and the resulting mono amplifier has 120 Watt at 8 ohm and this will drive any
difficult load.
The retro appearance of the OTL builds on the classic design of Futterman’s H3 and
emphasizes clearly the vacuum tube character: A chassis with a thick brass front plate
houses the 8 power tubes under fixed hoods. Between them, four fat smoothing
capacitor are positioned as well as a solid moulded torroidal transformer. Power
switch and volume control as homage to the Asian market are also gold plated and
turn knob design. The chassis is black power coated. The OTL should not be
interpreted as being an integrated amplifier design; it is simply a power amp with a
volume control that in itself is practicable. The OTL is lighter than anticipated - but of
course without output transformers but only equipped with a power supply
transformer from which by the way no noise is emitted. Surprisingly, there are 9
separate secondary coils. In addition to the 4 separate heating coils, the OTL requires
5 independent power supplies, one of which is balanced for the Plus, Minus supply of
the 4 Output Tubes per channel. These exist in 2 versions: EL509/519 with 6.3 volt
heating elements and PL509/PL519 with 40 Volt Heating. The OTL can be equipped
with both heating elements to be flexible with regard to the type of tube at disposition.

The Power amp is built according to the latest state of the art. Two large boards with
70 micron gold-plated circuits look after a channel each including the mounting for
the tubes. An undervalued gem from German production, the EF 184 is used for the
input and voltage amplifier. This is known as a very steep wide band pentode (a large
amplifying tube). The signal is then passed directly coupled without any coupling
capacitor onto the control grid of a diver/phase shift stage represented by a ECC82,
driving the output via high quality MKP capacitors.
There the 4 output tubes per channel operate practically as two parallel connected
SEPPs. The screen grid of the four tetrode are taken care of by separate power
supplies. A nice feature is the red LED mounted centrally underneath each tube
indicating functionality of the power supply. What appeared to be a simple
construction turns out to be a highly complex circuit diagram. Brains were needed in
order to design a reliable, practicable design that required several technical details.
But the result speaks for itself and should convince all those who were sceptical. The
amplifier works like clockwork. There are several small fuses protecting the circuits.
Biasing can be adjusted via 2 potis that are reached with the help of a slim
screwdriver through two small holes in the chassis. Dr. Schwaebe clearly states that
the tubes are robust but advises against permanent operation. After 3 months the amps
would have clocked up 2000 hours.
How does it sound? Ok, a really remarkable thing. First of all: the amp is fast. That’s
an understatement: the amp is damn fast. And you have to get used to this; you need
to recalibrate oneself for future references. The amp accelerates like a formula 1 car,
emits impulses like explosions, and delivers non stop dynamics. Could it be possible
that output transformers turn out to be brakes? In addition, the OTL is a top grade
control freak. The emotions of special triode amps remain in their own domain;
deviations of any kind do not take place here. Colourations are left to vacuum tubes
from other amps. All this is packaged in a fascinating impression that sounds like
200hp sorry watt were available. Ok, Ok, connected to my 16ohm wide band
loudspeakers, it was a simple task to exploit everything the 4 tubes had on offer.
Albeit, in comparison to other sound experiences I have had with the same
loudspeakers, this sounds like the large engine displacement and enormous torque of
an old chevy pick-up truck that has just had inhaled some laughing gas. The driver
leans back in his leather seat and enjoys, because the spectacle strangely enough does
not take place with analytical details, crystalline cold high notes and gum terrifying
sounds but encompasses certain smoothness that sounds likeable even erotic. This can
bend and stretch but at the same time is not at all sharp but the sound can slam so hard
that it cracks. Most observations of “enormous” qualities of reproduction as
documented by the notes of the author t fascinating if you ask me. This represents a
viable route between sacred world of smoothness and unforgiveable tinny
reproduction and between the soft and uninvolved reproduction.
Observations of “enormous” quality of reproduction as documented by the notes of
the author may lead to the confirmation that an output transformer turns out to limit
transparency, sound-staging and attention to detail. The bandwidth of the amp of no
less than 100 Kilohertz may contribute to this. Presence and authenticity with a robust
crisp bass – “Suuuper” as stated in the author’s notepad. All presented in a balanced
and natural fashion. Superb how the immense sound stage depth, overwhelming
details and intensity never manifests itself into sharpness and cubanism. And the

space: it has Rubens’s dimensions, lives off rock hard foundations and is the opposite
of the frequently heard ‘high-end’ Micky Mouse theatre sound where the shrunk
puppet shrieks way back in a hazy horizon. That’s not my cup of tea.
And see, it can be done differently: presence, large and believable and still the image
shows comprehendible width and acoustic.
There is, I am sure nothing negative to report on this completely convincing
homogenous amplifier except perhaps that the impedance dependency could translate
into poor loudspeaker compatibility. Testing is, therefore, more important than in
other systems. Oh yes, the OTL is sensitive (2.5 V) to the input chosen and really
requires a proper pre-amplifier. I would not give much hope to trials with the CD
player directly connected. You need to keep in mind the relatively low input
impedance.
A preamplifier, according to the manufacturer will be available before Christmas
2008.
Conclusion:
Concerns with OTL tube amplifiers are no longer valid. Eternal Arts also definitely
proves what heights a well designed OTL concept can reach. And the old Julius
Futterman would be certainly pleased that his vacuum tube amplifiers are not only
contemporary but also play in the top league.

